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Remember the feeling when your heart skipped a beat when you saw the girl/guy of your dreams...
and you thought to yourself, "This is the one"?
This is what we feel EVERY TIME we see a new design by First Dot Design.
This team of prolific designers is highly experienced not only in interior design, but they're also
the team you should talk to if you desire perfection for your upcoming Design & Build or A & A.

DISCOVER MORE

E: enquiries@firstdotdesign.com.sg
T: +65 6717-5885 (10am – 6pm)
M:+65 9338 2889 (24 hrs)
A: 3 Lor 7 Geylang, First Dot Building, S(388787)
W: FirstDotDesign.com.sg

ADD INSTANT & EVERLASTING CLASS & PRESTIGE TO YOUR HOME
WITH THE PREMIUM BENJAMIN MOORE PAINTS
Made with the exclusive Colour Lock® technology and available in 4 different sheens (Matte, Eggshell, Satin,
Semi-Gloss), this best-in-class premium paint offers you a velvety, beautiful and durable finish -- plus a
healthy environment for your whole family, because it contains zero VOC (volatile organic compounds).

SPECIAL FEATURE THIS ISSUE
Warm to Cool: Selecting the Just-Right White
Warm whites have undertones of red and yellow, resulting in a soft glow and welcoming mood. A warm white
like Benjamin Moore’s Simply White OC-117 has a soft yellow undertone that adds a touch of life in your home,
without adding too much ‘colour’.
For a more versatile option, go with White Dove OC-17 which accommodates a lot of different colours. While it is
still a warm white, it has an almost greige base which makes it a more neutral coloured off white.
Cool whites have undertones of blue, green and grey, creating a space that looks crisp, clean and
luminous. Decorator’s White OC-149 has a classic grey/blue undertone that is perfect if you wish to decorate
with tones of grey, charcoal or blue on your walls.
For a fresh and clean look, go with the designers’ favourite Chantilly Lace OC-65. It is a popular choice for a
pure, bright white which works well for a modern look.

Explore what different colors look like in your space using
Benjamin Moore's Personal Color Viewer tool here.

E: general@bensea.sg
T: +65 6970 0891 (10am - 7pm)
A: 24 Sin Ming Lane, Midview City #01-95, S(573970)
W: www.benjaminmoore.sg

DISCOVER MORE

WORKING WITH AMAZING INTERIOR DESIGNERS
CREATING AMAZING COUNTERTOPS
The kitchen provides the heartbeat of every happy household. It is where a family feeds; not only on physical
nourishment but emotional ones as well. At AURASTONE, their mission is to help you complete the perfect heart
for your home, starting with the focal point of every kitchen -the countertop.

The countertop is not just a piece of stone in the middle of a room. It’s where your family will gather and grow,
where you cement friendships, and where many of your pleasant memories will center around.
You deserve the best, and AURASTONE lives by three pillars to ensure that you get it - Excellent Workmanship,
Friendly Customer Service and Quality Materials.
As a fast-growing Quartz and Granite brand, AURASTONE is at the forefront of the industry when it comes to
innovation and value creation. The birth of their revolutionary leakproof AURA SINK is proof of AURASTONE's
commitment to innovation.
In short, they strive to create value with every step.
No detail is overlooked when AURASTONE helps you build your dream kitchen countertop. Their experienced
craftsmen and support team work very hard to ensure every completed set leaves you beaming with pride. They
have the right expertise, tools, and machinery to support their great stone masonry from fabrication to
installation.

Explore the full range of Aurastone's products

E: info@aurastone.com.sg
T: +65 6363 0998 Mon – Fri : 8am – 5pm; Sat : 8am – 12pm
A: Blk 12 Marsiling Industrial Estate Rd 9, #01-20, S(739169)
W: Aurastone.com.sg

DISCOVER MORE

THE EXCELLENCE OF ITALIAN DESIGN AND A PASSION
FOR YOUR HOME
Style, for Smeg, is a distinct concept: the way a product communicates with its surroundings
and enables users to interact with it.
Attention to detail and design solutions bring homes that reflect the image of their
occupants to life. With Smeg, appliances take centre stage in the heart of the home, a place
where people can congregate. The kitchen integrates all of their functions and becomes a
perfect, fully-equipped backdrop for those precious and enjoyable moments.
Know-how, creativity and style: these are the qualities that spring from Smeg's Italian
identity and characterise the company's commitment to bringing everyday objects to life.
Of course, aesthetic reasons aside, Smeg's identity is an expression of its actual Italian
origins and the fact that the company is passionate about what it does. Smeg aims to and
identify and reflect the defining characteristics of Italian design, such as inventive
elegance, originality and product quality.
Smeg appliances are thus snapshots of Italian style, from the retro 50s refrigerators to
steel-only cookers, and are able to shape trends and tastes and establish a rapport with the
user that goes beyond mere practical concerns. With this philosophy in mind, the firm has
embarked on projects with leading designers and architects and internal development
programmes which assess current tastes and market trends.

Explore the full range of Smeg's products

E: smegsales@smeg.sg
T: +65 6950 0900
A: 9 Muthuraman Chetty Road, APS Building, Level 1, S(238931)
W: www.smeg.sg

DISCOVER MORE

THE ONE-STOP HIGH QUALITY SOFT-FURNISHING SUPPLIER
WHO PUTS YOU FIRST EVERY TIME
H M Gallery is established in year 1989, incorporated in Year 2006, focusing on customer’s individual
needs and customize according to their needs.
They are a one stop service provider, providing high quality fabric, customization services, customize
sewing services, and installation of curtains, blinds, and after-sales service.
H M Gallery's fabrics and intelligent products are imported exclusively from Europe, Japan and the US,
while their team of devoted couturiers supports each other ardently as they attend to your requests.
H M offers you high quality curtains, blinds, upholstery, tracks & system, wall coverings for residential,
commercial, offices & also large scale projects.

Explore the full range of H M Gallery's products

E: enquiry@hmworldgroup.com
T: +65 9794 6060
A: Parkway Parade #01-70/71/72 (S)449269
W: www.hmworldgroup.com

DISCOVER MORE

CUTTING-EDGE INDOOR DRYING TECHNOLOGIES
FOR SINGAPORE'S MODERN HOMES
Steigen is founded by a team of homeowners who were searching for the best
innovative solutions for their homes and integrating the latest technologies into
Singapore's modern homes.
Steigen's range of automatic laundry hanger system comes with a remote control to
enable motorised lifting and lowering of the rack.
Discover indoor drying without the hassle with the latest Solar series to quick-dry
your laundry anytime, anywhere.
Steigen offers a 30-minute free and non-obligatory site assessment to recommend a
suitable model and placement for your home.

Explore the full range of Steigen's products

E: sales@steigen.com.sg
T: +65 8877 0005
A: 140 Paya Lebar Road #06-19 AZ@Paya Lebar, S(409015)
W: www.steigen.com.sg

DISCOVER MORE

REDISCOVERING SLEEPING PLEASURE WITH HENNSLEY
Hennsley® is 100% dedicated in putting a smile on everyone when they get up every morning
feeling energized and rejuvenated from a good night sleep the night before.
Often, people do not understand the importance of having a good mattress.
Having a good quality mattress is essential. Together with good nutritious diet and regular
exercises, it will contribute to our overall good health and well-being.
Hennsley® is established with a mission to provide good quality bedding products to
consumers, thereby improving their well beings and lives. All their products are manufactured
based on their customers’ needs and requirements.
Hennsley® offers FULL 10 years Local Warranty for all their mattresses. Unlike other brands
in the market, their warranty is NOT a limited warranty whereby customers are required to pay
a certain % of the prevailing product retail price depending on the number of years the
mattresses are used.
At Hennsley®, they provide a FULL 10 years Local Warranty. Because they are 100% confident
of their product quality. If in an unlikely event, when there is any issue or manufacturing
defect on the coil system, upon inspection and verification, Hennsley® will either repair or
replace the mattress for you without charge.

Explore the full range of Hennsley's products

E: info@hennsley.com
T: +65 6266 9580
A: 10 Ubi Crescent, #01-64, Ubi Techpark, Lobby D, S(408564)
W: www.hennsley.com

DISCOVER MORE

YOUR ULTIMATE LUXURY INDULGENCE WITH AMPERADO
Amperado brings you the best quality marble furniture and home accessories – so you can add
instant prestige and class to your homes and commercial establishments.

SPECIAL FEATURE THIS ISSUE: GRACEFUL FIG
The fabrication technique begins with the translation of the digital 3d model into a rattan
formwork. This rattan formwork serves as a basis to construct a composite structure of
aluminium honeycomb and stainless steel rods.
This combines to create a rigid yet tensile structure that maximises the long span of 2 meters
despite the thinness of the structure. Thereafter, 2mm thick slices of book matched Portoro
Gold marble blocks are painstakingly heated and bent over the formwork.
The craftsmen immaculately bend the marble, layer by layer, over the formwork, akin to the
way that marble forms through years of sedimentation as well as the way the graceful fig shell
grows their protective shell, layer by layer.
Once the top layer of Portoro Gold is set in place, the rattan formwork is removed and the
underside of Graceful Fig is layered again. The grains between segments of slices are matched
to perfection and lovingly buffed to remove any seams and realize the ethereal elegance of
Graceful Fig.

Explore the full range of Amperado's products

E: hello@amperado.com
T: +65 8448 2893
A: 21 Woodlands Close #02-06 Primz Bizhub S(737854)
W: www.amperado.com
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